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Abstract. Beam distortion profiles are studied for scanning devices that
have a single mirror with two rotational degrees of freedom (DOF), also
named tip/tilt scanners. The case of a fast steering scanner used for high
power material processing applications is studied. The scanner has a
bandwidth of 700 Hz, a range of motion of 652 mrad (63 deg), and a
resolution ,5 mrad. The main dominant parameters that affect the dis-
tortion profile are identified. Furthermore, a vector analysis is derived to
represent these distortions, and equations of the correction factors used
to compensate for the systematic errors are proposed. A final accuracy
better than 0.05% is obtained when these compensation factors are
taken into account. The derivation proposed here can be extended to
any scanning device with a single mirror with two-rotation DOF. © 2003
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1557694]
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1 Introduction

Laser scanners are used in a variety of optical systems
steer different types of lasers for various applications s
as imaging, industrial material processing, biomedici
ophthalmology, and intersatellite communications. Ima
distortions are caused by various factors. To design and
opto-mechanical systems with very high accuracy, sour
of error must be accurately identified. They should then
quantified and calculated so that they can be rectifi
Beam path distortion~BPD!, which is completely indepen
dent from lens aberrations, may come from either the s
head or the imaging system. It is caused by path len
variations for different portions of the beam. Portions of t
image may be blurred or may focus before or after
image plane. Alternatively, portions of the image beam m
be directed to an incorrect position on the image plane

The common configuration for deflecting laser beams
two dimensions is based on two single-axis galvanome
scanners placed perpendicular to each other. In re
years, these fast scanners have proved to be both very
able and accurate. They are widely available in the mar
place and have wide-ranging technical variations. Howe
such a configuration is rather bulky and cannot satisfy
needs of an industry that is looking for compact solutio
for an easy integration of these scanning heads into t
production lines. In addition, two separate mirrors lead
optical aberrations when these scanning heads are us
conjunction with scanning lenses, which are specially
signed for a single entrance pupil. The distortions and c
rection factors for such scanning configurations have b
previously derived.1,2

A compact fast-steering tip/tilt laser scanner with
single mirror could act as a key component in diverse
plications as it provides a much easier, simpler, and m
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more compact way to perform a 2-D scan. Previous w
presented different two-axis tilt mechanisms with o
single mirror.3–5 We introduce a highly innovative single
mirror tip/tilt laser scanner and focuses on the BPD res
ing from such scanner, which was designed for mate
processing applications. A single mirror with two rotation
DOF generates distortions that are different from the p
cushion distortion resulting from the use of two separ
mirrors.1,2 Based on a vector analysis of the beam path,
distortion profiles are derived for such a scanner. This v
tor derivation can be compared to the holographic te
niques applied to deformation and shape measuremen6,7

The main dominant parameters that affect the distort
profile are identified, and equations of the correction fact
used to compensate for the systematic errors are propo

2 Scanner Description

The system studied in this work~see Fig. 1! requires a
multidisciplinary approach of the optics, mechanics, el
tronics, sensor, and control fields. The main compone
are the mirror, the motors, the feedback sensor that de
mines the mirror position around the two axes of tilt, a
the control system that connects the feedback sensor to
motors. Electromagnetic actuators are used to drive the
ror. They are based on magnets and coils. Magnets
glued directly on the back of the mirror, whereas coils a
fixed on the stationary part. The guiding system is based
a cone-ball bearing, which fixes the translation DOF a
releases the rotation DOF. It is a standard and cheap
struction, which simplifies the overall design of the scann
A preload magnetic force is used to hold the moving pa
This force also creates sufficient rotation stiffness arou
the mirror axis. However, this force should not be too hi
in order to minimize friction in the bearing. The positio
.00 © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Hafez, Sidler, and Salathé: Study of the beam path distortion profiles . . .
transducer is placed at the back of the mirror. A laser pe
used to point on the back of the mirror and then on a 2
position sensitive detector~PSD!. The design, simulations
and experimental investigations of this scanner have b
previously published.8 Table 1 indicates the specification
and performance of the scanner.

2.1 Scanner Application for MicroSpot Welding

The compact scanner represents a key module in aim-
shoot applications due to its high dynamic performance
accuracy. The scanner has been mounted on a com
multisensor real-time monitoring optical head~see Fig. 2!
to achieve microspot welding.9 One of the sensors~S1! is
used to determine temperature evolution during the s
welding process. It is composed of two photodiodes, a s
con photodiode~S1A! and a germanium photodiode~S1B!.
Another sensor~S2! is used to detect plasma emission.
third sensor~S3! is used to monitor back-reflected ligh
which gives information about the exact time at which t
melting process occurs, and the fourth sensor~S4! is used
to monitor the optical fiber output power. A vision chann
and a CCD camera are used to control the position of
laser spot on the parts to be processed. This whole sys
will be soon available on the market and produced by
Swiss laser manufacturer Lasag.

Fig. 1 Compact tip/tilt laser scanner with a large reflecting mirror.

Table 1 Tip/tilt scanner specifications.

Parameter Performance

Number of axes 2 (Tip-tilt)

Range of motion .652 mrad (63 deg)

Repeatability ,50 mrad

Resolution ,5 mrad

Settling time for
maximum deflection

,10 ms

Bandwidth 700 Hz

Angular velocity 18 rad/s

Mirror active area 30340 mm

Size of the scanner 50340330 mm

Weight 90 g

Input voltage range 610 V
n

-

ct

t

3 Beam Path Distortion for Tip ÕTilt Scanners

When a laser beam is reflected by a mirror, which is tilt
around the two orthogonal axes in a plane parallel to
mirror, onto a second surface~target plane!, geometrical
distortions result, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Such distortio
are defined as ‘‘fan-shaped’’ distortions in this study. The
distortions depend on several factors: the angle of incide
of the laser beam at the mirror’s reflecting surfaceg, where
~b590 deg2g!, the tip and tilt angles of the mirrorax and
ay , the working distanced that separates the target surfa
from the mirror’s center of rotation, the orientation of th
target plane, and the distanceD between the center of ro
tation and the center of reflection.

3.1 Vector Analysis

A vector analysis is introduced to determine and relate
actual position of the spot on the target plane to the tip a
tilt anglesax anday of the mirror. Figure 4 shows a lase

Fig. 2 Compact multisensor laser scanning head. S1 is the tem-
perature sensor composed of two photodiodes (Si and Ge) in a
sandwich configuration. S2 is the plume sensor, S3 detects the
back-reflected light of Nd:YAG on the irradiated part, and S4 is the
monitoring sensor for the laser to detect pulse shape.

Fig. 3 Fan-shaped distortion on the working surface resulting from
a single mirror system, which can tilt in two-rotational DOF.
1049Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 4, April 2003
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Hafez, Sidler, and Salathé: Study of the beam path distortion profiles . . .
beam that has a first point of impacti 1 with the mirror
plane ~plane 1!, and a second point of impacti 2 with the
target plane~plane 2!. Point a is defined as the inciden
point of the laser beam, and pointo is the point of rotation
of the mirror. Pointb is a point on the mirror plane and i
located on the normal vector to the mirror plane pass
througho.

The vector to the point of impacti 1 with the mirror
plane is given by:

RY i 1
5RY a1d1•nY a , ~1!

where nY a is the unit vector in the direction of the lase
beam,d1 is a scalar, andRY a is the vector from the origin
~0,0,0! to point a.

For any plane in space, the scalar product of the nor
vector to the plane by any vector that starts from the ori
to a point located on the surface of the plane is a cons
K. Therefore, for the mirror plane, wherenY 1 is the normal
vector to the plane and both pointsb andi 1 lie on the plane,
the previous definition applies:

nY 1•RY i 1
5nY 1•RY b5K⇒nY 1•~RY i 1

2RY b!50, ~2!

and

RY b5RY o1D•nY 1 . ~3!

Based on the previous equations, the scalard1 can be writ-
ten as:

d15
nY 1•~RY o2RY a!1D

~nY 1•nY a!
. ~4!

Once the distanced1 is determined, the point of impacti 1

is calculated from Eq.~1!. The second point of impacti 2
with the target plane is determined in the same way.

Fig. 4 Vector analysis to determine the points of impact between a
laser beam and two planes positioned randomly in space. In this
case, plane 1 is the mirror plane and plane 2 is the target plane.
1050 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 4, April 2003
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RY i 2
5RY i 1

1d2•nY a8 , ~5!

wherenY a8 is the unit vector along the reflected beam. T
vectorsnY a , nY a8 , andnY 1 form a third plane~according to the
law of reflection!. ThereforenY a8 can be represented in term
of nY 1 and nY a . First, nY a is decomposed into two compo
nents:nY a1

parallel tonY 1 , andnY a2
orthogonal tonY 1 .

nY a5nY a1
1nY a2

. ~6!

The reflection on the mirror plane invertsnY a1
and keepsnY a2

in the same direction. The resulting unit vector in the n
directionnY a8 then is equal to:

nY a852nY a1
1nY a2

⇒nY a2
5nY a81nY a1

. ~7!

nY a1
can also be described in terms of the following expr

sion:

nY a1
5~nY a•nY 1!•nY 1 . ~8!

ThereforenY a8 is represented in terms ofnY 1 and nY a using
Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and~8!:

nY a85nY a22•~nY a•nY 1!•nY 1 . ~9!

Knowing thati 2 ands0 are two random points on the targ
plane, the scalard2 is described using the previous reaso
ing:

d25
nY 2•~RY so

2RY i 1
!

~nY 2•nY a8!
, ~10!

wherenY 2 is the unit vector normal to the target plane, a
RY i 1

and RY s0
are the vectors from the origin~0,0,0! to the

points i 1 ands0 , respectively. Onced2 is known, the point

Fig. 5 XY distortions on a target plane positioned 120 mm from the
center of rotation of a mirror, which tilts by (ax5ay563 deg) and
where b545 deg.
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Hafez, Sidler, and Salathé: Study of the beam path distortion profiles . . .
of impact i 2 with the second plane is determined from E
~5!. Therefore, the previous vector analysis allows the d
tortions introduced in Fig. 3 to be determined.

3.2 Distortion Profiles

Figure 5 illustrates the fan-shaped distortion resulting fr
an optical configuration with a mirror positioned at 45 d
to the incident beam, with geometrical parameters~see Fig.
3! (d5120 mm), and (D53.53 mm), which are practica
values taken from the optical head used for micros
welding previously presented in Sec. 2.1. The grid in
cated in the figure corresponds to the ideal linear rela
between the displacement on the target field and the s
angles (X5Y52dax52day). Each division of 2.094 mm

Fig. 6 Welding spots with a diameter of 400 mm on a 20320 mm2

target using a single mirror scanner in a preobjective configuration.
The welding spot distribution reveals the nonlinear behavior.
n

corresponds to 0.5 deg. It is observed that on theX axis
(ay50 deg), the relation betweenX andax is quite linear,
and the small distortions are due to the mirror surface
axis. Point E on the X axis, which results from (ax

53 deg, anday50 deg) is coinciding with the grid. On the
other hand, the displacement of the spot along theY axis
(ax50 deg) is not linear but follows a curvature that see
to be constant all over the surface of the target pla
shown. Point B corresponds to (ax53 deg, and ay

53 deg), whereas pointA corresponds to the desired line
position. It is clear that theX-axis errorDx is much smaller
than theY-axis errorDy.

Figure 6 shows a stainless steel substrate which has

Fig. 7 XY distortions on the same target for larger tilt angles (ax

5ay5630 deg) and where b545 deg.
Fig. 8 (a) XY distortions on a target plane (d5120 mm) for tilt angles of ay5630 deg, ax is varied by
63 deg around ax528.5 deg. The center of rotation is at the center of reflection, which means that
D50. (b) Same XY distortions as (a) but for a smaller deviation of ax560.5 deg around ax

528.5 deg.
1051Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 4, April 2003
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10
Fig. 9 (a) XY distortions for ay563 deg and ax is varied by 63 deg around ax528.5 deg. (b) Zoom
of the area indicated in (a) (ay560.9 deg, ax560.4 deg around ax528.5 deg).
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irradiated by a high power pulsed Nd:YAG laser with
pulse energy of 2 J and a pulse duration of 5 ms. Th
optical head is based on a preobjective scanning config
tion with an angleb545 deg, a working distanced
5120 mm, and based on a single mirror, which is tilt
around a single point of rotation. The welding spots on
substrate have a diameter of 400mm all over a scan field of
20320 mm2. It should be noted that the experimental te
confirmed the vector analysis results and indicated the s
nonlinear behavior as expected from Fig. 5.

Increasing the scan angles fromax5ay563 deg to
ax5ay5630 deg~10 times more than Fig. 5! gives the
nonlinear distribution indicated in Fig. 7. Two interestin
52 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 4, April 2003
-

e

points may be noticed. The first is that there is a cle
symmetry around theX axis all over the large scan field
which is not the case for theY axis. The second point is tha
the curvature behavior in theY axis gradually decrease
until it reaches a specific point on the negativeX axis,
whereDx is zero for the different values ofay . The cur-
vature is then inverted after this point. To get a better u
derstanding of the point where theX and Y scanned lines
seem to be linear and orthogonal to each other~at X
52200 mm), two simulations that enlarge this area of
terest are given in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. Figure 8~a! repre-
sents the distortion profile for scan angles ofay
Fig. 10 (a) XY distortions on a target plane (d5120 mm) for tilt angles of (ax5ay5630 deg) when
the center of rotation is at the center of reflection (D50). (b) XY distortions when D510 mm and
b545 deg.
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Fig. 11 (a) Distortions when the incident beam is normal to the plane of the mirror (b590 deg, d
5120 mm, and D50). Distortions when (b) b560 deg, (c) b545 deg, and (d) b530 deg.
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5630 deg, and a variation ofDax563 deg aroundax

528.5 deg for the case whereb0 , which is the initial value
of b equal to 45 deg. The curvature changes gradually u
the angleb5b0128.5 deg573.5 deg. However, Fig. 8~b!,
which shows the distortion profile for the same range ofay

and a smaller deviation ofDax560.5 deg aroundax

528.5 deg, indicates a more complex evolution of the c
vature. The curves on the left-hand side are of the fou
order, whereas the curves on the right-hand side hav
dominant second order coefficient. It can be noted that
small area in-between, a linear distribution can be obtai
for small tilt angles. The distortion profile for this linea
region is presented in Fig. 9~a!. It corresponds to scan
angles ofay563 deg, and a variation ofDax563 deg
aroundax528.5 deg. The grid indicated in the figure co
responds to the ideal linear relation between the displa
ment on the target field and the scan angles (X5Y
52dax52day). It is obvious that the errorsDx andDy at
this location are much more significant, as the distance
tween two successive lines of the grid corresponds t
a

-

-

theoretical shift of 0.5 deg, whereas the distance betw
two consecutive points represents the real shift of 0.5 d
It can be seen that the curvature in both axes is minima
this case. An errorDx as small as 1mm on a surface greate
than 30380 mm is obtained whenay53 deg andax

528.5 deg compared to the point whenay50 deg andax

528.5 deg. This means that the two scanned lines along
X andY axes, at these specific angles, are quasiorthog
to each other. However, the change in slope of the li
@defined by the points indicated in Fig. 9~a!# on both sides
of the X axis is still significant. Therefore, the rectangul
zone indicated is zoomed and the result is illustrated in F
9~b! for scan angles ofay560.9 deg, and a variation o
Dax560.4 deg aroundb573.5 deg. It is clear that the
distortions in this area are considerably reduced. In fa
straight lines can be drawn to join the different points of t
distortion profile. Despite the almost ideal behavior in th
zone, it is not attractive for laser material processing ap
cations in general, as the laser beam will irradiate the w
piece with a notable inclination, leading to spots with
1053Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 4, April 2003
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elliptical shape. On the other hand, the linear area can
very interesting for image scanning applications and m
trology based on radar and laser radar technology.

3.3 Effect of the Optical and Geometrical
Parameters on the BDP

Several parameters are studied and their amplitudes va
to determine their influence on the nonlinear distortion p
file. The following simulations are carried out for large d
flections (ax5ay5630 deg) to better illustrate the disto
tion profile variations. Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show the
distortions on a target plane located atd5120 mm, and for
D50 andD510, respectively. The two profiles are almo
identical. However, a slight shift toward the left can
noticed in the second case. This implies thatD is not the
dominant parameter responsible for the distortion distri
tion. On the other hand, the angleb of the laser beam has
significant effect on the distortion, as shown in Figs. 11~a!
to 11~d!. In these simulations the distanceD is set at zero.
For the extreme case where the incident beam is norma

Fig. 12 The rate of change of the two amplitudes (dY/dX) as a
function of the angle b.
1054 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 4, April 2003
d

the plane of the mirror~b590 deg!, the distortion reached
on the target surface is of the pincushion distortion ty
The pincushion effect is symmetrical around both theX and
Y axes and has the same value@see Fig. 11~a!#. Whenb is
decreased~b560 deg!, there is still a symmetry around th
X axis, whereas the distribution around theY axis is asym-
metrical. Despite the different anglesb, the magnitude of
the scanned line on theX axis (ay50 deg) remains almos
constant~from 2225 to 1225 mm! independently of the
value of b @see Figs. 11~a! to 11~d!#. Furthermore, it is
worth noting that the displacement alongY increases with
the angleb. Figure 12 indicates the rate of change of t
two displacements (dY/dX) whenb is increased.

Therefore, the following relation applies:

dY

dX
5sinb. ~11!

Another parameter that influences the distortion profile
the position of the point of impact of the incident las
beam on the mirror. A shift of the laser beamDx in the X
direction as shown in Fig. 13~a! ~in this case, the tilt angles
areax5ay5610 deg) will have the same effect as a sh
in the center of rotationD @Fig. 10~b!#. The whole profile is
shifted from theY axis but the symmetry around theX axis
remains unchanged. Figure 13~b! shows the distortion pro-
file when a shiftDy is applied to the laser beam. The di
tribution is no longer symmetrical around theX axis and the
curvature along theY axis is distorted.

3.4 Correction Factors

To obtain a linear system in which the spot displacement
the target plane is linearly proportional to the tilt angle, t
errorsDx andDy must be determined for any point on th
scan field. Therefore, two analytical relations for determ
ing the correction factors as a function of the tilt angles
derived. The errors studied in this section are valid for
system presented in Fig. 2 used for microspot welding
plications. In this case:d5120 mm,D50, b545 deg, and
the scan angles are varied betweenax5ay563 deg.
Fig. 13 Distortions profile when a shift (a) Dx510 mm and (b) Dy5210 mm is applied to the incident
laser beam.
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Dx is investigated first and can be described as a fu
tion of the actual positionY and the tilt angleax :

Dx5 f ~Y,ax!5A~ax!1B~ax!•Y1C~ax!•Y2, ~12!

where A(ax) is almost negligible for small angles~a>
tana! but increases exponentially with larger angles.A(ax)
is defined asDx1 . The functionB(ax) is equal to zero for
theY-axis nonlinearity, as the slopes are equal to zero at
minimum points of the parabolas. The functionC(ax) is
multiplied by the quadratic termY2 and is defined asDx2 .
Equation~12! is rewritten as:

Dx5Dx11Dx2 . ~13!

Dx1 is represented as a function ofax in Fig. 14, and
satisfies the following relation:

Dx15M01M1ax1M2ax
21M3ax

3. ~14!

Fig. 14 Dx1 as a function of the tilt angle ax .
By applying a curve fitting between the different valu
~see the values indicated on the different curves!, it appears
that the cubic coefficient is the dominant coefficien
whereas the other coefficients can be neglected. Equa
~14! is rewritten as:

Dx15M3ax
3. ~15!

Figure 15~a! indicates the curvature of the scanned lines
different anglesax varying from 13 to 23 deg. The
change of curvatureC(ax) as a function of the tilt angleax
is represented in Fig. 15~b! and satisfies the following rela
tion:

C~ax!5N01N1ax1N2ax
21N3ax

31N4ax
4. ~16!

In this case only the cubic term can be neglected. There
Dx2 is expressed as:

Dx25~N01N1ax1N2ax
21N4ax

4!•Y2. ~17!

The errorDx from Eq. ~12! is therefore expressed as:

Dx5M3ax
31@~N01N1ax1N2ax

21N4ax
4!•Y2#. ~18!

On the other hand, the errorDy is a function of the actua
positionX and the tilt angleay . Therefore, it can be written
as:

Dy5 f ~X,ay!5A8~ay!1B8~ay!•X1C8~ay!•X2. ~19!

It should be noted from the distortion profile shown in Fi
16~a! that the two functionsA8(ay), which determines the
shift of the curve in theY direction, andB8(ay), which
gives the slope of the curve, have the greatest contribut
in the previous relation for small angles~63 deg!. How-
Fig. 15 (a) Dx2 as a function of the distance Y for different ax . (b) The change in curvature C(ax) as
a function of ax .
1055Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 4, April 2003
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1056 O
Fig. 16 (a) Dy as a function of the distance X for different values of ay . (b) A8(ay) as a function of ay .
(c) B8(ay) as a function of ay. (d) C8(ay) as a function of ay .
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ever, the quadratic termC8(ay) should not be neglecte
even for such small angles. Each of these three funct
has a quadratic relation withay as indicated in Figs. 16~b!
to 16~d!, and the three relations can be written as

A8~ay!5E01E1ay1E2ay
2, ~20!

B8~ay!5F01F1ay1F2ay
2, ~21!

C8~ay!5G01G1ay1G2ay
2. ~22!

The following coefficientsE0 , F0 , G0 , and G2 can be
neglected. Therefore, the errorDy is expressed as

Dy5@E1ay1E2ay
2#1~@F1ay1F2ay

2#•X!

1~@G1ay#•X2!. ~23!

Equations~18! and ~23! lead to an accuracy level bette
than 0.005% for displacement along theY axis, and 0.044%
for the displacements along theX axis. Based on the previ
ous vector analysis, a simplified model of the first ord
was derived to compensate for the scanner nonlineari10
ptical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 4, April 2003
The results obtained with this model were satisfactory a
allowed the tracking of a microgripper by means of a CC
camera.

4 Summary and Conclusion

Any beam scanning system will undergo path distortions
the laser beam, whether it is a single mirror with a sing
rotation DOF, two-rotation DOF, or a two-mirror configu
ration. In this work, the study of the distortion profiles r
sulting from a tip/tilt mirror is investigated in detail. A
vector analysis is carried out and the main parameters
generate these distortions are identified. The angle of i
dence of the laser beam is the most dominant param
however the effect of the distanceD between the center o
rotation and the reflecting surface is also noticeable
much less important. Furthermore, mathematical relati
for the correction factors are developed to compensate
the beam path distortions. The case of a scanning h
using this scanner for microspot welding is studied. Af
the correction, an accuracy better than 0.005% for thY
axis and 0.044% for theX axis is obtained all over a targe
plane of 25325 mm located at a distanced5120 mm from
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the center of rotation of the mirror. The same proced
presented here can apply to any other case where the
cal and geometrical parameters differ.
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